
FREE UK*
Delivery

If you can dream it, 
we can build it

The Ministry of Outdoor Education
Natural Equipment As Unique As You

www.MOEducation.co.uk  |  info@MOEducation.co.uk  |  01277 297 001

@moeoutdooreducation @moeducation@moeducationlearning

SEN AND SENSORY PRODUCTS

Look out for our Exclusive products!

Speak to us about our VAT exempt products
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S E N  R A N G E PA N E L S

The Acoustic Cloud is a sound-
absorbing ceiling panel that improves 
the acoustics in sensory and learning 
environments, helping children 
concentrate and focus.

Clouds are sold invidivually.

RHIA2805

1000 × 1000 × 500 mm

Acoustic Cloud

DIMS:

SKU:

Rainbow Activity Wall Panels

Wooden activity wall toy in five 
sections, each with a different set of 
manipulative activities to encourage 
hand-eye coordination and fine 
motor skills, including interlocking 
gears, spinning weather wheels, 
shape matching, xylophone and 
mirrors, and a wire bead maze.

1620 × 810 × 15 mmDIMS:

SKU: MOE/COM/76095

Our Deluxe Bubble Wall is a bright, 
bubbling multisensory masterpiece,  
perfect for calming, distracting and 
stimulating visual senses. Use the 
four buttons to interact with the 
wall’s lights, sounds and colours.

Cylinders in varying heights, four different pressure 
pads made from foam with fabric covers, and four 
empty cotton bags with elastic cord fastenings.

Three optical effect rollers made from solid birch 
covered with shiny patterned foil, a holographic foil 
panel and a periscope with two adjustable clear 
perspex mirrors.

Mountain and Valley: semi-circular birch rods, two 
waves consisting of cork, fun fur, creasoft and astroturf.

Wobbly, rotating discs on metal rods. Optical illusion 
patterned holographic foil and colour mixing rollers – spin 
the coloured rollers to create orange, purple and green!

The Galaxy dressing-up Station 
is beautifully designed, with 
engraved and cut-out detail which 
add to the charm. 

Brush your hands against the tick-
lish tactile sequins to change their 
colour and create sense-ational art. 

RHIC3006

RHID4014

RHID4015

RHID4017

RHIC3007

RHIL6002

Deluxe Bubble Wall

Feel & Touch Tactile Wall Panel Set A

Visual Perception Tactile Wall Set A

Feel & Touch Tactile Wall Panel Set B

Visual Perception Tactile Wall Set B

Deluxe Infinity Tunnel Flip Sequin Board

SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

900 × 300 mm

900 × 300 mm

RHID4016

900 × 300 mm

900 × 300 mm

550 × 900 mm

550 × 900 mm

840 × 840 mm

DIMS:

DIMS:

SKU:

MORE PANEL SETS AVAILABLE ONLINE

DIMS:

DIMS:

DIMS:

DIMS:

DIMS:

Make a splash with our water-safe 
projector. Requires a wheel rotator and 
effect wheels.

Will need a rotator and wheels which 
can be purchased separately.

RHIO2002
RHIO2060

Hydro Solar 250 Solar 250 LED Projector

SKU:
SKU:

367 × 133 × 102 mm
367 × 133 × 102 mm

DIMS:
DIMS:

Allows you to switch between 
standard and magnetic effect 
wheels.

RHIO2070

Magnetic 6″ Effect Wheel Rotator

SKU:

£238.80

£1,494.00

£1,458.00
£179.54

£298.80

£366.00
£366.00

£358.80

£239.99

£562.38
£560.40

£69.34
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How are you feeling? Express 
yourself with our handy tactile 
cushions. Brush back the sequins to 
reveal a colourful emotion, choose 
the one that fits your mood, and 
share it with someone to let them 
know how you’re feeling.

The set includes 7 log slices, each with 
a wooden emotion face on one side 
and the wording on the reverse side. 

Includes 1 double sided square 
breathing board plus 1 rectangular 
board.

RHIL6007

MOE/HOI/179 MOE/HOI/188

Hide and Reveal Emotions 
Cushions

Emotion Stamps Breathing Board Patterns Set

SKU:

SKU: SKU:

Textured Floor Tiles

Sand Pack

Touch Sensitive LED Carpet Activity 3D Play Rug

Sensory Hand Feel Plates Acrylic Mirror Panel - Set of 4

Set of six interestingly textured, 
foam backed tiles that easily jigsaw 
together to create a stimulating 
sensory surface. Fluffy, furry, 
bumpy, hard or soft – Each tile has 
a unique colour and texture that 
encourages tactile exploration and 
cognitive development.

Take a trip to our terrifically tactile 
sensory zoo. Touch, feel and 
examine the different textured 
circles – take a closer look at their 
colours and patterns. 

Five packs of bright, colourful 
and naturally sparkling sand for 
creative crafting and explorative 
tactile play.

Our magical Touch Sensitive LED 
Carpet is a multi-sensory treat. 
Feel the soft tactile material on 
your fingertips and watch the 
twinkling LED lights glow and 
glimmer. The sensory carpet is a 
great place for users to lay back, 
explore their senses and relax.

These unique and highly innovative 
quality play rugs add a fabulous 
new 3 dimensional aspect to 
children’s play. Produced in a thick, 
wool-like pile with realistic woven 
images which provide an activity 
area for endless hours of creative 
and imaginary play.

Made from scratch resistant acrylic 
these mirror panels are safe and 
ideal for any classroom or nursery 
setting. 

300 × 300 mm

5 x 1 kg

1000 × 1000 mm 1340 ×  1800 mm

165 × 165 mm
490 × 490 mm

DIMS:

DIMS: DIMS:

DIMS:
DIMS:

DIMS:

SKU:

SKU: SKU:

SKU: SKU:
SKU:

RHIP1392

RHIP1397

RHIP1366 EDUEDTH3D/1

RHIP1398
MOE/COM/72416

Large Mirror Block Set

This mirror block set comprises of 8 large rubberwood 
pieces with double sided acrylic mirror inserts. Ideal for 
shape recognition, and for reflective pattern making.

140 × 140 × 70 mm

400 × 400 mm

DIMS:

DIMS:

SKU: RHIC1026

Rainbow Organza Fabric

7 sheets of 100% nylon organza fabric to create your own 
sparkling sensory rainbow of colour with this fabulous 
set of textured organza fabric. 

1000 × 1000 mmDIMS:

SKU: RHIC1069£32.39 £28.50

£46.97

£17.30 £52.54
£258.00

£201.16 £263.99

£168.10

£18.88 £35.99

T E X T U R E SW E L L B E I N G
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F U R N I T U R E

Wiggle Chair Resistance Panel

Baby Positioning Chair

Cocoon

Low Sensory Play Unit with 3 
Baskets & Mirror Surround

Sensory Bundle

A2 Light Panel & Cover

Step and Sound Pads
(Pack of 6)

Sensory Mood Water Table Sensory Mood Discovery 
Table +3 Play Mats

The ‘Wiggle Chair’ is a purpose-built wooden product designed to promote 
concentration and focus in the classroom. Its unique design encourages 
active sitting, enhancing engagement and expanding attention spans.

Durable resistance panel featuring kick pad, natural 
sensory spinner, rounded lever, light up button, wrap 
around band and resistance cord and chain.

A cosy and colourful foam seat 
designed to support smaller users. 
A secure Velcro strap keeps users in 
place while their bodies are bolstered 
by the firm foam’s proprioceptive 
stimulation. Available in 3 colours to 
choose from.

Many different games can be 
created using the 6 pads, 3 of 
which make a sound.

The LED unit has been optimised 
so the light floods the whole area 
of the internal well evenly, emitting 
a soft clean glow which changes 
colour using the remote control. 

Many different games can be 
created using the 6 pads, 3 of 
which make a sound.

The Cocoon is made in two sections 
which are filled with polystyrene 
beads. These two pieces fasten at 
the bottom and at the ends making 
the Cocoon adjustable.
 

The low mirror play unit includes 
a removable safety mirror surface 
and comes complete with a choice 
of 3 baskets. Available in other heights, 
without/without baskets and clear tubs 
and various surrounds.

Our sensory set includes; Glo cushion Set of 3 Square, 
Glo Board Follow my word, Glo and Sing Nursery Rhymes

Available separately.

Our A2 Light Panel Cover is a 
clear shallow thermoplastic cover 
designed to fit over our A2 Light 
Panel, providing an illuminated 
container for a range of art, craft, 
messy play, sensory or exploration 
activities.

380 × 600 × 380 mm
1300 × 1000 × 450 mm

600 × 600 × 250 mm

1200 × 1200 × 600 mm

900 × 624 × 400 mm 670 × 490 × 53 mm 330 mm
505 mm × 750 dia

450mm × 690 dia

DIMS:
DIMS:

DIMS:

DIMS:

DIMS: DIMS: DIMS:
DIMS:

DIMS:

SKU:
SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

SKU:

SKU: SKU:
SKU:

SKU:

MOE/FAF/003
MOE/FAF/002

RHIS3537

RHIS1020

MOE/MH/PT155

TWOBUN5

MOE/COM/73062 EDUEDTSS/6
MOE/COM/75565

MOE/COM/75563.M4£728.39 

£143.45 

£127.19
£299.99

£359.99£179.99

£300.35

£508.88 £724.43 

£258.00

S E N S O RY

NEW!

NEW!



S A F E  S PA C E

Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den

Small Cosy Cove

View all of our 
SEN Range on 

our website

Whether it be a cave, a jungle, a time machine or even an underwater 
submarine, the Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den can be decorated to match any 
theme. With its unique folding mechanism, the den is simple to assemble and 
easy to move between indoors and outdoors as required.

Create a comfortable and snug setting for reading, relaxing or quiet play,  
with the Cosy Cove. With its arched shape and neutral tones, its both inviting 
and homely. A wonderful addition to any early years environment.

1160 × 1700 × 1120 mm

1160 × 1700 × 1120 mm

945 × 1110 × 775 mm

DIMS:

DIMS:

DIMS:

SKU:

SKU:

MOE/MH/PT277

MOE/MH/PT961

£471.59

£430.79

Indoor/Outdoor Folding Den 
plus Blackout Sensory Den Kit

Create the perfect quiet space or 
an area for sensory play, with the 
Indoor/Outdoor Den plus Blackout 
Den Kit. Easy access with openings 
at front and back.  
High quality, durable birch plywood 
den structure. Wipe clean/splash 
proof mat. Easy to move with our 
unique folding mechanism.

If you require specific 
products or need a 
hand deciding the 

best products for your 
setting, contact our 

friendly team who will 
be more than happy 

to help.

SKU: MOE/MH/PT415 £737.99

Prices are correct at the time of printing. Prices are all inclusive of VAT and UK Mainland delivery. T&Cs apply.


